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Gas exchange supplies oxygen for cellular respiration and disposes of 

carbon dioxide: an overview 

-Circulatory system is functioning in transporting oxygen and carbon dioxide 

between respiratory organs and other parts of the body. 

Gas exchange and the respiratory medium: 

Organisms require a continuous supply of (O2) for cellular respiration and they 

must expel (CO2), the waste product of this process. 

Earth's main reservoir of oxygen is the atmosphere, which is about 21% O2. 

-The source of oxygen, called the respiratory medium, is air for a terrestrial 

animal and water for an aquatic one.  

-The part of an organism where oxygen from the environment diffuses into 

living cells and CO2 diffuses out is called the respiratory surface. All living 

cells must be bathed in water to maintain their plasma membranes.  

Respiratory surfaces: Form and function: 

Gas exchange occurs over the entire surface area of protozoa and other 

unicellular organisms. For sponges, cnidarians, and flatworms, the plasma 

membrane of virtually every cell in the body contacts the outside environment, 

providing ample respiratory surface. 

Fig. 38.16P837. 

Some animals use their entire outer skin as a respiratory organ. An 

earthworm has moist skin and exchanges gases by diffusion across its 

general body surface.  

Most animals that use their moist skin as a respiratory organ are relatively 

small and have a long, thin (worm-like) shape or flat shape with a high ratio of 

surface to volume.  

-For most other animals, the general body surface lacks sufficient area 
to exchange gases for the whole body? 

The solution is a region of the body surface that is extensively folded or 

branched, thereby enlarging the area of the respiratory surface for gas 

exchange. 
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For aquatic animals: 

Gills, are unsuitable for an animal living on land, because an expansive 

surface of wet membrane exposed to air would lose too much water to 

evaporation, and because the gills would collapse as their fine filaments, no 

longer supported by water, would cling together. 

For terrestrial animals, have their respiratory surfaces within the body, 

opening to the atmosphere only through narrow tubes. 

 
The three most common respiratory organs: gills, tracheae, and lungs. 

Gills are respiratory adaptations of most aquatic animals: 
Gills are outfoldings of the body surface specialized for gas exchange (Fig. 

38.17P 838).   

Invertebrate gills: Fig. 38.17 P838 

The structure and function of fish gills Fig. 38.18 

Countercurrent exchange Fig. 38.19. 
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